DAILY ROUTINES - SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE

MATCH THE VERBS WITH THE CORRECT PICTURES
a. get up
b. have lunch
c. wash
d. have lessons
e. get on
f. play baseball
g. go to the cinema
h. ride a bicycle
i. brush teeth
j. play basketball
k. get dressed
l. listen to music
m. walk to school
n. take a shower
o. get shaved
p. feed the dog
q. go shopping
r. cook the dinner
s. fight
t. work on the computer
u. do housework

FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH THE CORRECT FORMS OF THE VERBS FROM THE BOX ABOVE
1. Mr. and Mrs. Maddox usually ________ at the weekend. They buy everything they need.
2. Peter ________ the school bus at 8:15 every morning.
3. Jack ________ for the school before breakfast. He wears trousers and a jumper.
4. Jane and Marilyn ________ every Sunday. Jane usually sweeps the floor and dusts the furniture.
5. Joseph ________ in the school canteen every day. He usually eats a hamburger.
6. Thomas ________ for 30 minutes in his bathroom every afternoon.
7. Greg ________ every morning between 8:00 and 9:00. He loves cycling.
8. Mark and Adward sometimes ________ each other at school and their teacher gets angry with them.
9. Mr. Potter ________ before he goes to work every morning. He likes his pet very much.
10. I always ________ early in the morning because I sleep early.
11. Adam ________ every day because he doesn’t have a bike.
12. Mr. Hardy ________ in his office all day. He is good at using the internet.
13. Henry goes to school on weekdays. He ________ from 9:00 in the morning to 15:00 in the afternoon.
14. Mr. Turner ________ his teeth three times a day.
15. Harry ________ carefully because he doesn’t want to cut his face.
16. Brian and Fanny ________ together after they come home from work in the evening.
17. Claire ________ her face with white soap.
18. On Saturdays Tina and Clark ________ and watch a film together.
19. Larry and Angela ________ and dance in their free time.
20. Michael ________ in the school team. He has a nice blue cap.
21. Fred and Joe ________ in different teams.
FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH THE CORRECT FORMS OF THE VERBS FROM THE BOX ABOVE

1. Mr. and Mrs Maddox usually _go shopping_ at the weekend. They buy everything they need.
2. Peter _gets on_ the school bus at 8:15 every morning.
3. Jack _gets dressed_ for the school before breakfast. He wears trousers and a jumper.
4. Jane and Marilyn _do the housework_ every Sunday. Jane usually sweeps the floor and dusts the furniture.
5. Joseph _has lunch_ in the school canteen every day. He usually eats a hamburger.
6. Thomas _takes a shower_ for 30 minutes in his bathroom every afternoon.
7. Greg _rides a bicycle_ every morning between 8:00 and 9:00. He loves cycling.
8. Mark and Adward sometimes _fight_ each other at school and their teacher gets angry with them.
9. Mr. Potter _feeds the dog_ before he goes to work every morning. He likes his pet very much.
10. I always _get up_ early in the morning because I sleep early.
11. Adam _walks to school_ every day because he doesn't have a bike.
12. Mr. Hardy _works on the computer_ in his office all day. He is good at using the internet.
13. Henry goes to school on weekdays. He _has lessons_ from 9:00 in the morning to 15:00 in the afternoon.
14. Mr. Turner _brushes_ his teeth three times a day.
15. Harry _washes_ his face with white soap.
16. Brian and Fanny _cook the dinner_ together after they come home from work in the evening.
17. Claire _washes_ her face with white soap.
18. On Saturdays Tina and Clark _go to the cinema_ and watch a film together.
19. Larry and Angela _listen to music_ and dance in their free time.
20. Michael _plays baseball_ in the school team. He has a nice blue cap.
21. Fred and Joe _play basketball_ in different teams.